Dynamic range extension for photon counting arrays
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Abstract: Confocal microscopes use photomultiplier tubes and hybrid detectors due to their large dynamic range, which typically exceeds the one of single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs). The latter, due to their photon counting operation, are usually limited to an output count rate to $1/T_{\text{dead}}$. In this paper, we present a thorough analysis, which can actually be applied to any photon counting detector, on how to extend the SPAD dynamic range by exploiting the nonlinear photon response at high count rates and for different recharge mechanisms. We applied passive, active event-driven and clock-driven (i.e. clocked, following quanta image sensor response) recharge directly to the SPADs. The photon response, photon count standard deviation, signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range were measured and compared to models. Measurements were performed with a CMOS SPAD array targeted for image scanning microscopy, featuring best-in-class 11 V excess bias, 55% peak photon detection probability at 520 nm and >40% from 440 to 640 nm. The array features an extremely low median dark count rate below 0.05 cps/μm² at 9 V of excess bias and 0°C. We show that active event-driven recharge provides ×75 dynamic range extension and offers novel ways for high dynamic range imaging. When compared to the clock-driven recharge and the quanta image sensor approach, the dynamic range is extended by a factor of ×12.7-26.4. Additionally, for the first time, we evaluate the influence of clock-driven recharge on the SPAD afterpulsing.

OCIS codes: (170.1790) Confocal microscopy; (180.2520) Fluorescence microscopy; (030.5260) Photon counting; (030.5290) Photon statistics.
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1. Introduction

Confocal microscopes use photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), hybrid detectors [1] or single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs). These microscopes can achieve a sub-diffraction limited lateral resolution by using a point-like illumination and detection pinhole [2]. In practice, a small detection pinhole reduces the number of collected photons and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), thus forcing the use of larger pinholes with coarser lateral resolution. Sheppard, and later on Muller et al., showed an increase in SNR and lateral resolution by employing a detector array instead of a pinhole [3,4]. This approach was termed image scanning microscopy (ISM) [4–6].

A major drawback of PMTs and hybrid detectors is the fact that they are discrete sensors (one pixel), rarely implemented as 2D arrays. As a consequence, systems intended for ISM applications (i.e. requiring a 2D array) employ either a combination of discrete sensors, or linear arrays coupled through fibers and microlenses in order to form a 2D array at the microscopy output [7]. Custom-made SPADs are manufactured as discrete sensors as well. In contrast, SPADs designed in a CMOS process are reproducible and can be easily integrated in large arrays [8–12]; however, they usually feature a lower photon detection probability (PDP) and higher dark count rate (DCR) than custom-made SPADs [13].

PMTs and hybrid detectors can be operated in analog mode, generating an amplified current which is directly related to the detected photon flux; this enables flexibility in amplification and increases their dynamic range. Integrated SPADs are usually designed to operate only in Geiger mode, i.e. in a pulsed or click regime, with an output count rate limited to 1/T_{dead}, where T_{dead} corresponds to the SPAD dead time. Confocal microscopes require detectors to measure up to 50 Mcps for conventional, and 1 Gcps for very bright samples. We therefore examine the possibility and limitations of extending the SPAD dynamic range, for different recharge mechanisms, by utilizing the exponential distribution of photons in time, which results in a nonlinear photon response. This methodology can actually be extended to any photon counting detector. Note that we define photon counting as the ability to detect and count single photon-generated carriers. Due to the detection efficiency, we cannot count all the impinging photons. Additionally, SPAD detectors cannot distinguish between one and more simultaneously impinging photons within T_{dead}. Due to this reason, the detectors are sometimes termed as click detectors [14].

Measurements were performed with a CMOS SPAD array targeted for image scanning microscopy, applying different recharge mechanisms – passive, active event-driven and clock-driven (following quanta image sensor response [15–17]) – directly to the SPADs. The CMOS SPAD array performance, which is comparable to custom made SPADs and actually outperforms available CMOS SPADs [18–21], PMTs and hybrid detectors, is presented in Section 2. Section 3 concentrates on the dynamic range extension. Section 4 investigates the linearity differences (with inter-arrival time histograms) and proposes a method to estimate afterpulsing in active clock-driven recharge. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.

2. CMOS high-performance SPAD array

The pixel schematic is shown in Fig. 1. The SPAD sensor is based on a previous low noise SPAD design [22], implemented in a 180 nm CMOS technology. The impinging photon flux i
translates into the detected count rate \( n \) (loss-degraded, i.e. lowered by the photon detection efficiency PDE, whereby PDE = PDP \times \text{fill factor}). The measured count rate (or click rate) \( m \) is equal to \( n \) only at low count rates. Quenching and recharge are implemented with a novel cascode transistor combination (transistors T1 and T2 in Fig. 1(a)) [23] to enable high excess bias \( V_{EX} \), over and beyond what is usually permissible in the target technology. T2 performs both the quenching and recharge, and is biased by \( V_Q \), the quenching voltage. While the SPAD fires, the anode voltage increases to \( V_{EX} \) and the inverter input reaches maximally 3.3 V-\( V_{T1} \), where \( V_{T1} \) is the T1 threshold voltage. During the SPAD pulse, the source voltage of T1 increases and the body effect increases \( V_{T1} \). This allows a higher \( V_{EX} \) with reliable operation which, as defined by the foundry, limits the maximum applicable voltage \( V_{T2} \) on the drain, source and gate of the transistors to 3.6 V. Simulations show indeed that for \( V_{EX} = 5.2 \), all transistor voltages are below 3.6 V [24]. We have however measured continuous SPAD operation at up to \( V_{EX} = 11 \) V for a duration of one week without observed changes in the dead time (that would indicate a resistance change).

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 1. (a) Pixel schematic with cascode transistors to allow high \( V_{QP} \) values. (b) Chip micrograph with external illumination. (c) Chip micrograph with SPADs operating with low quenching resistance to enable simultaneous avalanching and light emission. Light is emitted from the active area, in the pixel centers. The bright outlier on the right is a “hot” pixel.

\( V_Q \) is a global signal connected to all pixels. Passive recharge is implemented with a constant bias, while other recharge mechanisms (event-driven or clock-driven) can be performed by driving \( V_Q \) with a FPGA.

The inverter performs capacitive isolation so as to reduce afterpulsing and timing jitter. SPAD output signals are fed into digital outputs with programmable output strength. Pixels are arranged in a hexagonal pattern to accommodate a round shape (desirable in ISM) and increase the fill factor (the vertical pitch is shorter than in a rectangular arrangement). The radial pixel pitch is 23 \( \mu \)m, and the radius of the active area is 5.85 \( \mu \)m. This translates into a native fill factor of 23.5%. Chip micrographs are shown in Fig. 1. Panel (c) shows a uniform light emission test.

Figure 2 shows the two optical setups for the experiments conducted in this paper. The pulsed red laser is only used for the jitter timing measurement, while the CW light path is used for the other experiments.
Fig. 2. Optical setups. (a) The pulsed laser is directly coupled with the SPAD array whose rising edge position in time is compared to the laser reference clock. We can estimate the jitter by creating a histogram of the time difference between these two signals. (b) A PDP setup with an integrating sphere creating uniform, dispersed light outputs for the reference photodiode and the SPAD array.

Figure 3 shows PDP measurements, with the peak PDP increased by 10% compared to the previous design [22]. The PDP measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 2(b). We used anode connections at the border of the SPAD active area, whereas the previous design featured a $6 \times 2 \ \mu m$ metal shielding on top of the $113 \ \mu m^2$ active area. Additionally, p-well diffusion might increase the effective active area, thus falsely yielding higher PDP values for smaller active areas (original $6 \ \mu m$ radius compared to $5.85 \ \mu m$ in the current design). This CMOS SPAD array outperforms state-of-the-art CMOS SPAD arrays in terms of peak PDP and features a wider spectral response with an enhanced red sensitivity [18–21]. This red enhancement is particularly difficult to achieve with substrate isolated SPADs that can be used as arrays. Substrate shared SPADs with higher PDP do exist [25], but are not demonstrated as large 2D arrays. Substrate sharing induces high crosstalk and limits the applicability of such SPADs in arrays.

![Fig. 3: PDP measurements at different $V_{EX}$](image)

The peak PDP at 520 nm is 55%, while PDP is higher than 40% between 440 and 640 nm.

We tested the breakdown uniformity with the excess count rate method [26], with the setup from Fig. 2. $V_{OP}$ was varied from 25.32 V to 25.78 V in steps of 20 mV, and the count rate linearly extrapolated to counts equal zero, which allows to determine, in principle, the
breakdown voltage $V_{BD}$. Measurements yield an average $V_{BD}$ value of 21.95 V with a standard deviation of 56 mV. However, since the PDP is not linear with respect to $V_{OP}$, this procedure does in fact underestimate the breakdown voltage: data reveal a narrower distribution of counts at around 23 $V_{OP}$, which was also measured to be the breakdown voltage for a testing SPAD without integrated electronics (using pulse emergence voltage as the breakdown). A 56 mV breakdown voltage variation yields a PDP change of 0.17%.

The photon response nonuniformity (PRNU) was tested using the setup in Fig. 2(b). At 1.5% of dynamic range (to avoid count saturation due to dead time, operating with passive recharge) and 7 V of excess bias, we measured a PRNU of 1.6%, expressed as the ratio between the standard deviation and the average count number. Active clock-driven recharge, detailed below, yields the same results.

Figure 4(a) represents the DCR distribution, which allows to quantify the percentage of “hot” pixels. At 3.3 V of excess bias, less than 4% of pixels have a DCR higher than 100 cps, whereas less than 2% have a DCR higher than 1 kcps. This data indicate very good DCR uniformity. Figure 4(b) indicates a higher band-to-band tunneling and/or higher trap-assisted tunneling for $V_{EX} = 11$ V with respect to $V_{EX} = 9$ V. While trap-assisted thermal generation dominates the DCR at temperatures higher than 20°C, band-to-band tunneling is limiting a further DCR decrease at temperatures below 0°C and $V_{EX} = 9$ V, where DCR reaches a very low 5 cps. For $V_{EX} = 11$ V, it seems that there is increased trap-assisted tunneling that can be further reduced while cooling below 0°C.

![Fig. 4. (a) DCR distribution of 7 combined chips (161 SPADs in total), at $V_{EX} = 3.3$ V. Better DCR uniformity is achieved by using smaller active areas or by cooling [27]. (b) DCR reduces exponentially with temperature, but reaches a plateau at around 0°C. DCR for this device then becomes dominantly generated by band-to-band tunneling, which is less affected by cooling.](image)

The timing jitter FWHM is 134, 128 and 123 ps for 7, 9 and 11 V of excess bias, respectively. The measurements are done with the setup in Fig. 2(a). When compared to the previous implementation, the timing jitter increased from 100.8 ps [22] to the current 123 ps. A cascode transistor in series increases the output resistance and could increase the timing jitter due to a slower rising edge. Additionally, the SPAD rising edge is compared to a fixed inverter threshold, whereas Veerappan [22] used an oscilloscope with adjustable thresholding. The measurements are performed with a 40 MHz red laser (637 nm, PiL063F from Advanced Laser Diode Systems, Berlin, Germany), a SPAD dead time of 100 ns and a count rate at 100 kcps. These parameters were chosen to limit pile-up.

Afterpulsing was measured to be 0.1% with 50 ns dead time, using a SPAD operating at 11 V of excess bias and 0.75 V of quenching bias. Crosstalk between two adjacent pixels was measured to be 0.09% with the same biasing. We used an oscilloscope to construct inter-arrival time histograms between consecutive pulses in the same pixel (afterpulsing) and in adjacent pixels (crosstalk). A low afterpulsing is achieved due to capacitive isolation of the SPAD anode through an inverter. Deep trench isolation limited optical crosstalk, but also
reduced the fill factor. Increased correlations are present only in the first $\Delta T$ bin, indicating optical coupling. If electrical coupling was present, increased correlations would be featured at longer $\Delta T$ as well.

### 3. Recharge-dependent dynamic range extension

We used the setup from Fig. 2(b) to examine the dynamic range when applying different recharge mechanisms. We employed a fixed $V_Q$ for passive recharge, and a FPGA-controlled $V_Q$ for event-driven and clock-driven recharge (see Fig. 5). In passive recharge, the dead time is controlled by a constant resistance of transistor T2. In event-driven recharge, one keeps the resistance of the transistor T2 high for a fixed delay $T_{dead}$ following a photon detection, and then applies a short pulse at $V_Q$ creating a T2 resistance decrease and a prompt recharge of the SPAD. The duration of the applied $V_Q$ pulse is 20 ns. Clock-driven recharge is entirely clock based (with a period of $T_{dead}$ and with an 8% duty cycle), whereby the changes in T2 resistance are independent from the activity of the SPAD.

![Diagram of recharge mechanisms](image)

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of different recharging mechanisms. In the active event-driven mode, recharge is performed after a fixed delay $T_{dead}$ following a photon detection. In clock-driven mode, the SPAD is periodically recharged. The period of this recharge is $T_{dead}$. Note that the time interval between two photon detections, $\Delta T$, can be shorter than $T_{dead}$ in the clock-driven mode.

It is well known that the output measured count rate $m$ (i.e. the actual count rate at the SPAD output node in Fig. 1(a)) is reduced with respect to the detected count rate $n$ [27,28], due to the dead time $T_{dead}$, whereby each SPAD recharge mechanism features a different $m$ to $n$ response.

Passive recharge follows $m = n \times \exp(-nT_{dead})$, featuring a so-called paralyzable response. Due to the dead time spread (up to 25% in standard deviation) over the array (caused by transistor T2 deviations in resistance) and the non-monotonic photon response ($m$ firstly increases and then decreases), the corresponding useful dynamic range is limited to around 7.8 Mcps of detected count rate $n$, when using $T_{dead} = 50$ ns. At higher detected count rates, the SNR decreases and the response over the array becomes nonuniform due to pixel-to-pixel dead time variations (see response curves in Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Measured \( m \) vs. detected \( n \) count rate responses for each pixel over the array for passive recharge, following \( m = n \times \exp(-nT_{\text{dead}}) \). Up to \( n = 7.8 \) Mcps, \( m \) response curves are uniform and indicate the useful dynamic range. \( T_{\text{dead}} \) is between 34 and 62 ns, for \( V_Q = 0.75 \) V. At higher detection rates, the measured count rates \( m \) become largely nonuniform due to differences in \( T_{\text{dead}} \).

Active recharge methods employ FPGAs or integrated electronics to control \( T_{\text{dead}} \) and feature a monotonic response. Active event-driven recharge features a non-paralyzable response with \( m = n/(1 + nT_{\text{dead}}) \) [27,29]. Active clock-driven recharge follows \( m = (1-\exp(-nT_{\text{dead}}))/T_{\text{dead}} \) [27]. A Spartan 6 FPGA system [30,31] was used to generate signals driving the quenching and recharge transistor T2 depicted in Fig. 1(a), based on a logic clock with 10 ns period. Figure 7 shows measured and corrected count rate responses compared to the presented theoretical models, with \( T_{\text{dead}} \) equal to 250 ns and an integration time \( t \) of 100 ms. The deviations of the measured curves (event-driven recharge) from the theoretical ones are likely due to the imperfections of the recharge implementation, which is not integrated at pixel level within the chip, but placed on a separated printed circuit board (PCB); this entails a relatively long recharge pulse of 20 ns. This recharge implementation also entails a certain probability that the SPAD is not going to be recharged during the recharge period. We believe that a more complex integrated recharge scheme would yield a precise matching of the event-driven measured data with the theory.

While \( m \) is limited by \( 1/T_{\text{dead}} \), \( n \) required to saturate \( m \) is much larger than \( 1/T_{\text{dead}} \). This is a consequence of the exponential distribution of photon arrivals, where photons have a higher probability to be close in time and impinge onto the detector within \( T_{\text{dead}} \) after a primary detection. This increases the suppression of detected counts at high illumination levels (when the average photon inter-arrival time \( \Delta T \) is comparable to \( T_{\text{dead}} \)).
Fig. 7. Measured ($m$) vs. detected ($n$) count rate responses for active event-driven and clock-driven recharge with $T_{\text{dead}} = 250$ ns and an integration time $t$ of 100 ms. A longer $T_{\text{dead}}$ than in the previously illustrated results is used to limit the recharge timing uncertainty with respect to the SPAD pulse to $2\%$ ($\pm 5/250$ ns). The responses are linearized back (i.e. measured $m$ is corrected to $\hat{n}$: $m \rightarrow E(n) \rightarrow \hat{n}$, which is plotted on the right hand scale) so as to match the detected count rate $n$ (green). Active clock-driven recharge saturates (i.e. reaches $m = 4$ Mcps) at $n = 44.86$ Mcps, and active event-driven recharge saturates at $n = 224.1$ Mcps. Black and red curves show theoretical curves, whose behavior is calculated using the analytic models. The inset shows a detail of the curves with linear y axis.

While the aforementioned saturation behavior is sometimes seen as a limiting factor due to the loss of linearity at high count rates, researchers in the imaging community have started to use it to their advantage, in order to effectively extend the dynamic range, as proposed in the gigavision and quanta image sensors theory [16,32]. However, due to the clocked readout nature of charge accumulating CMOS imagers, theoretical work concentrated on active clock-driven recharge [16,17,32,33]. The SPAD community followed this approach [34]. However, there is no standardized quantitative measure for the extension of the SPAD dynamic range due to the suppressed count response, mainly citing $1/T_{\text{dead}}$ [35] or the linearity of the corrected response [36] as limiting the dynamic range. Here, we propose a quantitative SNR measure for the extended dynamic range.

The SNR in shot noise limited detection (assuming no dark noise) can be defined as:

$$\text{SNR} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{n_i}{\sqrt{n_i}} \right) = 20 \log_{10} \left( \sqrt{n_i} \right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $n_i$ is the detected count number over an integration time $t$, $n_i = n \times t$. Due to the count saturation, the measured count number $m_i = m \times t$ has a lower shot noise than $\sqrt{n_i}$. The measured count number variance for event-driven passive recharge is [37]:

$$\sigma_{m_i}^2 = mt(1 - 2mT_{\text{dead}} + \frac{mT_{\text{dead}}^2}{t})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
The variance for event-driven active recharge is [37]:

\[
\sigma_{m_i}^2 = \frac{n \times t}{(1 + nT_{\text{dead}})^2} \times \left(1 + \frac{2}{3} nT_{\text{dead}} + \frac{1}{6} (nT_{\text{dead}})^2\right) \times \frac{(nT_{\text{dead}})^2}{(1 + nT_{\text{dead}})^4}
\]  

(3)

Finally, for active clock-driven recharge the variance is given by the binominal distribution:

\[
\sigma_{m_i}^2 = \frac{t}{T_{\text{dead}}} (1 - e^{-nT_{\text{dead}}}) e^{-\sigma_{T_{\text{dead}}}}
\]  

(4)

A clear difference between the active recharge mechanisms is presented in Fig. 8, which shows the standard deviation of 100 measurements of \(m_i\) with the same impinging photon flux. The standard deviation (\(\sigma_{m_i}\)) of the measured counts \(m_i\) is lower than \(\sqrt{n_i}\) (shown with a green curve in Fig. 8). However, if we want to extend the dynamic range by linearizing back to \(n_i\):

\[
m_i \rightarrow E(n_i) \rightarrow \tilde{n}_i,
\]  

(5)

we should instead calculate \(\sigma_{\tilde{n}_i}\), the standard deviation of \(\tilde{n}_i\), determined by:

\[
\sigma_{\tilde{n}_i}^2 = \left(\sigma_{m_i} \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial m_i}\right)^2
\]  

(6)

Linearization is in our case done with a look-up-table from a calibrated \(f(n) = m\), where \(n\) is measured with the reference photodiode from Fig. 2(b), and \(m\) is measured with the SPAD array. Equations (2)-(6) indicate a \(\sigma_{\tilde{n}_i}\) larger than \(\sqrt{n_i}\) when \(n\) is approaching \(1/T_{\text{dead}}\), as shown in Fig. 9(a). A larger \(\sigma_{\tilde{n}_i}\) will, of course, reduce the signal to noise ratio of the estimated detected counts \(\text{SNR}_{\tilde{n}_i}\), as shown in Fig. 9(b). We assume a wide recharge pulse (and passive quenching) to be the cause for the event-driven recharge \(\text{SNR}_{\tilde{n}_i}\) to drop at significantly lower \(n\) than modeled. A maximally allowed drop in SNR will be taken to estimate the dynamic range: we propose an SNR decrease of \(-3\text{dB}\) (as customary to estimate the frequency bandwidth of analog amplifiers) compared to the SNR of a hypothetical sensor with a linear
response, saturating at $1/T_{\text{dead}}$. The SNR at this point is defined as $20\log_{10}\sqrt{t/T_{\text{dead}}}$, i.e. 56 dB in the example. One can also choose to compare the SNR drop to the SNR of a sensor with unlimited dynamic range, i.e. the SNR defined by Eq. (1). We feel that a quantitative SNR drop is a better way to determine the maximum detectable count rate rather than taking a point at which $m$ reaches a predefined 99% of the saturation value $1/T_{\text{dead}}$ [17]. The maximum $\bar{n}_i$ at which the SNR drops by $-3$ dB compared to a perfectly linear detector is then denoted as $\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}$:

$$\text{SNR}(\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}) = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}}{\sigma_{\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}}}\right) = 20\log_{10}\left(\sqrt{t/T_{\text{dead}}} \right) - 3\text{dB} \quad (7)$$

Fig. 9. (a) Standard deviation $\sigma_{\bar{n}_i}$ of the estimated detected count number $\bar{n}_i$ due to shot noise and the count saturation behavior, for active event-driven and clock-driven recharge, with $T_{\text{dead}} = 250$ ns and integration time $t = 100$ ms. We estimate $\bar{n}_i$ from $m$ and calculate the standard deviation of $\bar{n}_i$. (b) SNR $\text{SNR}(\bar{n}_i)$ of the detected count number $\bar{n}_i$, which is, for both recharge mechanisms, comparable to the classical shot noise $\sqrt{\bar{n}_i}$ up to $n = \sim 1 \text{ Mcps}$. SNR $\bar{n}_i$ is compared to a hypothetical sensor with linear response up to $1/T_{\text{dead}} = 4 \text{ Mcps}$, with a maximum SNR $\bar{n}_i$ of $20\log_{10}\sqrt{t/T_{\text{dead}}} = 56$ dB. The dynamic range does extend to $\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}} = 7 \text{ Mcps}$ and $\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}} = 55 \text{ Mcps}$ for clock-driven and event-driven recharge, respectively.

The dynamic range is then defined as the ratio between the maximum and minimum detectable counts, $\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}$ and $\bar{n}_i^{\text{min}}$. $\bar{n}_i^{\text{min}}$ is limited by the variations in DCR.

$$\text{DR} = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}}{\bar{n}_i^{\text{min}}}\right) = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{\bar{n}_i^{\text{max}}}{\sigma_{\text{DCR}}}\right) = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{F \times t / T_{\text{dead}}}{\sqrt{t \times \text{DCR}}}\right), \quad (8)$$

where $F$ is a factor for the count saturation in SPADs. Table 1 gives theoretical values for $F$ for different recharge mechanisms. We included three different measures for the maximum detectable count rate. The first column indicates the maximum count rate if we allow for 10% nonlinearity without corrections. The second column indicates at which detected count rate $n$ we saturate the SPAD output $m$, i.e., $m$ reaches $0.99/T_{\text{dead}}$. The last column is derived from Eqs. (2)-(6) and indicates $n$ at which the SNR decreases by $-3$ dB (as previously discussed).
Table 1. Theoretical $F$ factors to estimate $\tilde{n}_{\text{max}}$ for different recharge mechanisms and criteria. Factors are provided as $F/T_{\text{dead}} = \tilde{n}_{\text{max}}$. Please note that Eq. (3) introduces an SNR dependent on $t/T_{\text{dead}}$, thus $F$ (SNR decrease) for active event-driven is indicated for typical $t/T_{\text{dead}}$ ratios (255 to 1023, so as to reach an 8 to 10 bit image depth).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>10% nonlinearity$^a$</th>
<th>Response saturation$^b$</th>
<th>SNR decrease$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>$0.105/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$0.864/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$0.39/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active event-driven</td>
<td>$0.111/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$99/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$36/T_{\text{dead}}$ to $75/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active clock-driven</td>
<td>$0.214/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$4.605/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
<td>$2.842/T_{\text{dead}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$n at which $m = 0.9n$, $^b$n at which $m = 0.99/T_{\text{dead}}$, $^c$n at which SNR drops by 3dB, $^d$n at peak $m = 1/eT_{\text{dead}}$, since passive recharge never reaches $0.99/T_{\text{dead}}$, $^e$n at peak $\text{SNR}_{\text{ni}}$, since passive recharge never reaches $\sqrt{t/T_{\text{dead}}/2}$, $^f$for $t$ from $255 \times T_{\text{dead}}$ to $1023 \times T_{\text{dead}}$, to yield an 8- to 10-bit image.

4. Afterpulsing and response linearity with clock-driven recharge

To learn more about the properties of the recharge mechanisms, we recorded FPGA-based photon inter-arrival ($\Delta T$) histograms with a bin width of 10 ns. Figure 10 shows inter-arrival time histograms for different detection count rates (active recharge only). Each curve represents a measurement point in Figs. 7-9. A steeper curve with a high occurrence at short $\Delta T$ indicates a higher detection count rate.

![Fig. 10. Photon inter-arrival histograms for active (a) event-driven and (b) clock-driven recharge mechanisms with $T_{\text{dead}} = 250$ ns dead time. Each curve is a histogram of the same pixel at different count rates ranging from $n = 0.06$ Mcps to $n = 7.5$ Mcps. The insets show a zoomed version of Fig. 10. The red discontinuous lines represent exponential fits to estimate afterpulsing.](image)

Figure 10 shows that active recharge increases the occurrence of inter-arrival times at $\Delta T = 250$ ns, the dead time. Figures 10(a) and (b) show data for active event-driven and clock-driven recharge, respectively. Due to FPGA-based recharge, we used relatively long recharge pulses of 20 ns, thus increasing the probability of a photon detection during the recharge itself (the avalanche is not being quenched until the end of the recharge). This effect is also known as the twilight effect [38,39]. The photons detected from 230 ns ($T_{\text{dead}} - $ recharge pulse width)
to 250 ns will be transferred to the $\Delta T = 250$ ns bin. The twilight effect falsely induces an increased afterpulsing estimate. True afterpulsing (that is caused by charge trapping) is constant over different detection rates, while twilight “afterpulsing” increases with detection rates. We measured a twilight “afterpulsing” increase from 0.3% to 5.6% for a detection count rate increasing from 0.11 Mcps to 2.75 Mcps for active event-driven recharge.

Estimating afterpulsing for active clock-driven recharge requires additional curve fitting, as shown in the inset displayed in Fig. 10(b). Since the recharge is totally clock-driven, SPAD pulses can be very short. Note here the discrepancy between SPAD pulse duration and $T_{\text{dead}}$: while in event-driven recharge they are equivalent, in clock-driven mode the SPAD pulse duration follows a probability function, and $T_{\text{dead}}$ is merely the recharge period. The rising edge position of a SPAD pulse features an exponential distribution (photon arrival). The falling edge is determined by the periodic recharge. The inter-arrival histogram for very short $\Delta T$ values is thus determined by the probability that one or more photons are going to be detected right after a recharge, corresponding to the cumulative probability density function of an exponential:

$$\text{pdf}(\Delta T) = 1 - e^{-\frac{\Delta T}{\tau}} \quad \text{for } \Delta T < T_{\text{dead}},$$

where $\tau$ is the average $\Delta T$ (inter-arrival time between detected photons) determined by the detection rate. The actual occurrence needs to be normalized to reach the exponential distribution at $T_{\text{dead}}$ and is:

$$\text{occurrence} = \frac{l_0 e^{-\frac{T_{\text{dead}}}{\tau}}}{1 - e^{-\frac{\Delta T}{\tau}}} \left(1 - e^{-\frac{\Delta T}{\tau}}\right)$$

(10)

At high count rates, measured inter-arrival histograms start to diverge from the models, forcing a periodic SPAD output with almost constant $\Delta T$ at very high count rates. One would be interested in afterpulsing caused by the possibility of having short SPAD pulses. We did not observe such an afterpulsing behavior, i.e. occurrence higher than what forecasted by the Eq. (10) model, for $\Delta T<250$ ns. Firstly, SPAD afterpulsing in this SPAD is 0.1% for SPAD pulse durations from 50 ns onwards. Secondly, the afterpulsing probability for SPAD pulses below $T_{\text{dead}}$ is multiplied by Eq. (9), thus reducing it.

![Fig. 11. A schematic explanation of the difference between active event-driven and clock-driven recharge. Event-driven recharge cuts all counts with $\Delta T= T_{\text{dead}}$, while clock-driven recharge still contains a part of counts with $\Delta T= T_{\text{dead}}$ (B area).](image-url)

Figure 11 provides an intuitive explanation why active clock-driven recharge has better linearity and saturates before active event-driven recharge. Light with a Poisson distribution (with exponentially distributed $\Delta T$), i.e. detected counts $n_i$ are contained in the area $A + B +$...
C. Measured counts $m_i$ with clock-driven recharge are contained in $A + B$, while event-driven counts $m_i$ just in $A$. Dotted red curves are fitted following Eq. (10) up to $\Delta T = T_{\text{dead}}$ and with $I_0e^{-\Delta T / \tau}$ from $\Delta T = T_{\text{dead}}$ onwards.

5. Conclusion

We introduced a full set of models for different recharge modes and included measurements. Table 1 offers a standardized set to evaluate the SPAD dynamic range when response corrections are applied, extending the usually referenced $1/T_{\text{dead}}$ by a factor of $\times 75$. Event-driven recharge, in particular, gives a $\times 12.7$-$26.4$ ($\times 7.9$ measured) higher dynamic range when compared to clock-driven (also called quanta image sensor). SPADs incrementing a 1-bit memory and resetting the memory synchronously to the SPAD activity (or an actively recharged SPAD driving a multibit memory) could thus be used for novel high dynamic range imaging, instead of the classical quanta image sensor approach [17,34]. An image sensor designed in [40], but supplemented with active event-driven recharge, could use the methodology proposed in our paper to implement a large photon-counting array with extended dynamic range.

Clock-driven recharge was shown to have better linearity. To the best of our knowledge, direct clock-driven SPAD recharge with less than 1 µs period was never performed, mainly due to the possible increase in afterpulsing. In this work, we provide a novel methodology to estimate afterpulsing in such operating modes, directly from inter-arrival time histograms. We believe that the significance of this work also lies in the deep understanding of the afterpulsing and dynamic range trade-offs that the use of clock-driven and event-driven recharging implies. These trade-offs become even more significant when using alternative biasing techniques to boost the excess bias voltage, which is the trend in modern SPAD imaging designs.

Table 2 presents a comparison of state-of-the-art CMOS SPAD detectors. Using a cascode transistor combination for quenching and recharge, the SPAD array presented in this work operates at a high 11 V excess bias, with 55% peak PDP at 520 nm and >40% from 440 to 640 nm. The array shows an extremely low DCR of 5 cps for 9 V excess bias and 0°C. This high-end CMOS SPAD array with integration flexibility endows different parallelization approaches in confocal microscopy. Further designs however need to increase the fill factor (with the use of microlenses).

Table 2. A comparison of state-of-the-art CMOS SPAD detectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>[19]</th>
<th>[18]</th>
<th>[25]</th>
<th>[41]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Info</td>
<td>180 nm CMOS process</td>
<td>350 nm CMOS process</td>
<td>150 nm CMOS process</td>
<td>130 nm CMOS process</td>
<td>90 nm CMOS process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection efficiency maximum</td>
<td>55%@ 520nm</td>
<td>50%@ 420nm</td>
<td>31%@ 450nm</td>
<td>72%@560nm</td>
<td>44%@ 690nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral range (above 20%) [nm]</td>
<td>400-750</td>
<td>400-650</td>
<td>400-600</td>
<td>350-850</td>
<td>500-850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native fill factor [%]</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>~13$^*$</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>not demonstrated as large 2D array$^a$</td>
<td>not demonstrated as large 2D array$^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of active area [µm$^2$]</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCR[cps/µm$^2$]</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afterpulsing [%]</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.3 [42]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing jitter [ps]</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$estimated from [43], $^*$p-substrate-shared SPAD implementation, assumed not to be used as array due to large crosstalk.
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